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“For our struggle is not against blood and flesh, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against 

the cosmic powers of this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.” 

(Ephesians 6:12)   What is meant by “the cosmic powers of this present darkness”?  Although there is no 

consensus among Biblical scholars as to what were the cosmic powers, there is consensus that these 

spiritual forces represent an order in God’s creation that ultimately will be subjugated to the Messiah 

and God at the end of the present age.  The saints are called to wrestle with and to resist these powers 

as they manifest themselves in the corrupted structures and institutions.  Sharon Delgado in her book, 

Shaking the Gates of Hell, writes that the powers are institutions, ideologies and systems “that 

influence, shape, inform, and act upon human beings.” (p. 87) take on a life of their own and can make 

such demands from human beings for service that they preempt God.  William Stringfellow writes, “The 

principalities preempt God by their demands for obeisance, service, and glorification from human beings 

(Rev.13:1-6) …” (William Stringfellow. An Ethic for Christians and Other Aliens in a Strange Land (Waco: 

Word Books, 1974, p. 81) In the Book of Revelation the demonic Power is Babylon, symbolizing the 

Roman Empire, “the nation that was dominating Israel and persecuting Christians in the author’s day.” 

(Delgado, p. 95).   

Jesus, though, offered an alternative vision to Roman power and empire as expressed in his well-known 

inaugural sermon at the synagogue in Capernicum.  “to bring good news to the poor and to proclaim 

release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the 

year of the Lord’s favor.” (Luke 4, 18-19)  Jesus’ understanding of Lordship as servanthood challenged 

Roman power and the power of all the elites of his day.  He exercised power from the bottom up, 

instead of the Empire’s exercise of power from the top down.   

In what ways, then, are NATO and the G8 harmful powers that need to be resisted by all people of faith 

much as the earliest Christians resisted the power of the Roman Empire?  Sharon Delgado, William 

Stringfellow and Walter Wink have each written of contemporary harmful powers.   Delgado draws upon 

Wink’s “grid of interlocking worldly authorities and systems that he calls the ‘Domination System’” (p. 

97).  Delgado then writes, “the most powerful and obvious manifestation of the Domination System in 

this early part of the twenty-first century is the global network of political, economic, and military 

institutions that make up the system of corporate globalization, designed by the United States and 

imposed upon other nations, dominated by corporations, and enforced by the most powerful weapons 

the world has ever seen.” (p. 97) Clearly NATO and the G8 are powers through military force and 

economic pressure that are becoming increasingly destructive of human society and the environment. 

Joerg Rieger in his book, Globalization and Theology ,argues that globalization is a form of top down 

power “at all levels of life, of mounting power differentials, of suppression of alternatives at all levels, 

and in terms of a concomitant erasure of local difference (both cultural and ecological). … Top-down 

globalization, whatever its particular creeds and mission statements, continues to create concentrations 

of power and wealth in the hands of a few, to the detriment of the majority of people.” (p. 34) 



Brant Rosen in his sermon for Yom Kippur 5772, “War Without End,” notes that “according to the 

Department of Defense, we have 761 military bases in foreign countries around the world … and the 

Pentagon has literally divided up the planet, maintaining armed readiness under what it calls “United 

Commands … What we call “Washington” is really a massive bureaucracy that includes a myriad of 

interests.  Its far-reaching power elite that includes not only the federal government but the national 

security state, as well as the intelligence and federal law enforcement communities. It also includes big 

banks and other financial institutions, defense contractors, major corporations and any number of 

lawyers, lobbyists, former officials, and retired military officers, all of whom hold enormous influence 

over our foreign policy. This in short, is what empire looks like in the 21st century. It may differ from 

empires past, but if you have any doubt, just take a look around: just like all empires, our nation has 

positioned itself to fight war without end …” (http://rabbibrant.com/2011/10/09/war-without-end-

sermon-for-yom-kippur-5772/)  Arundhati Roy in her recent reflections on the Occupy Wall Street 

movement, connects war and economic austerity.  “I hope that the people in the Occupy movement are 

politically aware enough to know that their being excluded from the obscene amassing of wealth of US 

corporations is part of the same system of exclusion and war that is being waged by these corporations 

in places like India, Africa and the Middle East. Ever since the Great Depression, we know that one of the 

key ways in which the US economy has stimulated growth is by manufacturing weapons and exporting 

war to other countries. So, whether this movement is a movement for justice for the excluded in the 

United States, or whether it is a movement against an international system of global finance that is 

manufacturing levels of hunger and poverty on an unimaginable scale, remains to be seen.” 

(http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/nov/30/arundhati-roy-interview/)   

NATO (North America Treaty Organization) was formed in 1949 in response to the rise of the Soviet 

Union.  Today, although the Soviet Union no longer exists and the Cold War has ended, NATO now 

includes the political and military heads of 28 countries with a global reach.  The foreword to its official 

publication, What is NATO?  :an introduction to the transatlantic Alliance, reads in part: “Although much 

has changed since its founding in 1949, the Alliance remains an essential and unique source of stability 

in an unpredictable geopolitical environment. NATO members now confront a far broader spectrum of 

security challenges than in the past. Threats such as the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

(WMD) and ballistic missile technologies, cyber attacks and terrorism know no borders. NATO has also 

found itself called upon to help protect civilian populations from government repression.” (p.5)     

The G8 is a forum of the wealthiest countries representing 14% of the world’s population but around 

60% of the Gross World Product.  Together the G8 counties comprise 53% of global nominal GDP and 

42.5% of global GDP. About 72% of the world’s total military expenditures ($850 billion) are from the 

G8.         
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Resources: 

Christian Understanding of War in an Age of Terror(ism) Centennial Ecumenical Gathering Draft, October 

30, 2010 (General Assembly of the National Council of Churches of Christ in the USA and Church World 

Service, New Orleans, Louisiana) 

Economic Justice for a New Millennium (United Methodist Church)  

http://archives.umc.org/interior/asp?ptid=4&mid=916  

Covenanting for Justice in the Economy and the Earth (World Alliance of Reformed Churches. 24th 

General Council, Accra, Ghana, July 30 – August 13 2004   Document GC 23-e  

www.warc.ch/24gc/rw041/03.pdf    

Rosen, Brant.  War without end : Sermon for Yom Kippur 5772 (http://rabbibrant.com/2011/10/09/war-

without-end-sermon-for-yom-kippur-5772/)  

Winter 2011 issue of Fellowship (Vol. 76, No. 10-12) with seven articles about money including Mark C. 

Johnson’s article, Rethinking Money.   

Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace. Towards Reforming the International Financial and Monetary 

Systems in the Context of Global Pubic Authority. Vatican City, 2011 (http://ncronline.org/print/27278) 

A Statement of Support for Occupy, including a sermon by Rabbi Howard Cooper in support of the 

Occupy movement, given at Finchley Reform Synagogue on 30th October 2011 

(http://www.jewdas.org/2011/10/a-statement-of-support-for-occupy/         

Delgado, Sharon. Shaking the Gates of Hell : Faith-led resistance to corporate globalization (Fortress 

Press, 2007) 

Dorrien, Gary J.  Economy, difference, empire ; social ethics for social justice (Columbia University Press, 

2010) 

Gillett, Richard W. The New Globalization: reclaiming the lost ground of our Christian social tradition 

(Pilgrim Press, 2005) 

Handbook for Nonviolent Campaigns   War Resisters’ International, 2008) 

Rieger, Joerg. Globalization and Theology  (Abingdon Press, 2010) 

Stringfellow, William. An Ethic for Christians and other aliens in a strange land (Word Books, 1974)   
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